Community Guidelines

Welcome to StartwithNFTs.com, one of the leading educational blogs in the NFT space. The goal of our blog is to provide well-researched and unbiased articles to help everyone from beginners to advanced collectors educate themselves.

We’ve chosen to enable comments to allow readers to participate in the dialogue, ask questions, and help each other out. This can be a great way for readers to interact with each other and the authors on the site.

In order ensure that everyone enjoys this content, comes back to the website, and wants to stay in NFTs for the long-term, we’ve outlined a few guidelines for comments:

1. **Be Polite** – all comments are moderated and those found to be offensive, disrespectful, and otherwise unproductive will not be posted.

2. **Never, ever, ever share your seed phrase** – there are too many scammers out there trying to take advantage of unsuspecting users – we will moderate any comments that put you or other readers at risk.

3. **No Spam** – this is not a place to promote projects, share click-bait links or scam links. These comments will be moderated at the best interest of our readers.